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Six months after the collapse of its co-ordinate his own UK releases deal with Rhythm King, Belgiur "   
Label founder Renaat van der Papeliere has rejected the idea of linking with another licensee to 

after Aphex Twin album 'Selected Ambient Works 'SS-'Sa', currently priced at up to £20 on import. UK 

distribution will be by APT. Alison Wilson, formerly at Rhythm King subsidiary Outer Rhythm, will co-ordinate UK marketing for R&S. Releases for 1993 are to include a Jam & Spoon album 

Lost your faith in live performance? Then make sure you're at the next Freetown affair. Robert Owens' label may be an also-ran in sales terms, but on stage it's streets ahead. Still house music's great showman, 

Owens is unmissable as he shepherds his talented flock through solo and group PAs, backed by the Freetown gospel choir and horns. If this was Chicago '88 you'd call it history in the making. Why not London '92? 

and 'Order To Dance IV'. •Ritchie Hawlin's Detroit techno label Plus 8 is being revived by Nova Mute. A retrospective EP including a remix of the classic 'FU' by F.U.S.E. is due in the New Year. 
3 Far from being the end of the road, Boyz II Men's ballad was a new beginning for the Motown swing kids. A year after its first British release fizzled out, the Boyz' US debut 'Motownphilly' is now in for a UK re-release. The same spirit of persistence is evident throughout the funk- swing-rap scene. Hiphoprisy's failure to score first time with Television' hasn't deterred Island from a re-release, out now. Rural rappers Arrested Development are coming once more in the New Year, with 'Tennessee' and Marline Girault's jazz-soul simmerer 'Revival' lives up to its name for a second time with a third release due on January 4. 

of white labels and van distribution has already turned the mainstream business on its head. But lately a new stage in the evolution of a street level "danceconomy" is emerging. Instead of selling out or moving into the mainstream, leading specialists are choosing to pool their expertise. Still devoted to the scene and convinced that the majors don't understand dance, they are creating their own mini-majors. Just a spit from Virgin's west London HQ, Chris Checkley is pulling together a conglomerate of companies that together can handle all aspects of the business. The set-up at the old Trojan Records HQ includes promotions (POP), import/export and van distribution (Amato Disco), design (Blue Source), a label (Pandephonium), a studio, artist management and his own one-stop production outfit CT Records. "We are all able to bounce off each other. It is like having a major with different departments but we have to make them work because It is our own business," says 

Checkley. "The majors have squeezed vinyl but dance labels still rely on it. From here we can serve whatever anyone needs in vinyl." Just a short van ride away is the Guerilla Records HQ, fast expanding into a similar multi-media concern. Taking care of promotions is Lisa Loud and her new company Loud & Clear, while Marion Sparks' Sparks Publicity joined to handle PR for Guerilla and Leftfield whose management also share office space, "It is great being able to sort things out directly with each other," says Sparks. One other stable likely to distinguish itself next year is We The People, the offices of remixer/producers Deep Freeze Productions, their management, Pressure Drop, Sure Shot Records, and...er...a furniture restorer. "CT and Guerilla have got their family, this is ours," says WTP's Lesley. And that kind of loyalty is the greatest motivator of all. As ex-MCA staffer Sparks says; "I've never worked so hard in my life." 
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